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Abstract. Extract-Transform-Load, ETL, is considered as general preprocessing for data preparation of 

heterogeneous sources such as data warehouse. The model-based ETL is user-friendly but hardly scales up 

with large complex systems. This research thus presents an approach of code-based ETL of which the 

commands are stated in a domain specific language, rather than programming or query languages. The DSL 

has developed to support domain experts for scripting ETL processes without the requirement of 

programming skill. This would result in less defects and resource consumption for the organization. 
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1. Introduction 

Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) is the process of gathering data from different sources, then transforming 

the data by rules, and loading to the destination repository such as data warehouse. There are several ETL 

tools in the market. In general, ETL tools can be categorized into two types: model-based, and code-based. 

The model-based is user-friendly providing graphical user interface commands, while the code-based 

requires the ETL commands written in computer languages. Despite of the easy of use of the model-based 

ETL tools, they hardly scale up with the large complex systems. 

In literature, Oliveira and Belo [1] proposed the use of Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) 

for building the simulator of ETL process. The DSL grammars were defined and translated to Java language 

by Xtext tool. Deneke [2] developed the DSL by C# for building ETL workflows. The Object-Relational 

Mapper (ORM) was used for data gathering instead of data query with SQL. Lasya and Tanuku [3] proposed 

an approach to optimizing the executable code generated from a certain SQL query. Several alternative query 

trees are constructed based on the relational algebra expressions underlying the input SQL query. The Query 

Execution Plan associated with the query tree that provides the minimum cost will be selected for executable 

code generation. Santos and Belo [4] proposed modelling ETL conciliation tasks using relational algebra 

operators. Several scenarios of ETL were illustrated in relational algebra trees for integrity awareness. 

This paper presents an approach of code-based ETL commands written in a domain specific language. 

The DSL commands contain the vocabulary or terminology used in the domain that the experts are familiar 

with. The syntax of parts of data query commands is developed based on relational algebra. The proposed 

method would facilitate the domain experts for scripting ETL processes without the requirement of 

programming skill. This would result in less defects and resource consumption for the organization. 

2. Domain Specific Language DSL 

A domain specific language [5] is developed for use in a particular problem domain. The language is 

designed for ease of use and understanding, as the commands contain the common vocabularies familiar to 

the domain experts. In general, DSLs come in two main forms: internal and external. Internal or Embedded 
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DSLs are a particular form of API in a host general purpose language. An external DSL is a language that is 

parsed independently of the host general purpose language. 

3. Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) 

ETL [6] is the process of gathering data from different sources for loading to data warehouse. It consists 

of three steps: 1) Extract identify and collect data from the different sources that contain required data to be 

stored in the destination repository, 2) Transform change data such as calculating dimension and measures, 

cleaning data, filtering data, splitting a column, joining and transposing rows etc., and 3) Load transfer data 

to data mart or data warehouse. 

4. Relational Algebra and SQL 

SQL is a well-known and extensively used query language. The design of SQL is based on relational 

algebra [7] that explains the theory of set. Some of the SQL clauses/ commands defined on the underlying 

relational algebra are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Example SQL and associated Relational Algebra [7]. 

Relational Algebra SQL 

π a,b SELECT  a,b 

σ (d > e) ^ (f = g) WHERE  d > e  AND  f = g 

p x q FROM  p,q 

p ∪ q SELECT  *  FROM  p  UNION  SELECT  *  FROM  q 

p  q SELECT  *  FROM  p  EXCEPT  SELECT  *  FROM  q 

p ∩ q SELECT * FROM p INTERSECT SELECT * FROM q 

5. Research Methodology 

This paper presents an approach to generating the ETL script in Java from the input DSL script. The 

system is implemented with the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture design as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The View component, or interface layer includes DSL grammar and output log which are input and output. 

The Controller component consists of ETL controller, File controller, Transformation Operation controller, 

and Database Operation controller. The Model component, including DSL parse and Java model, is 

responsible for the translation of DSL grammar and the coordination between the controller and view 

components. 

 
Fig. 1: System design with MVC architecture. 

5.1. DSL Design 

The developed DSL is expressed in extended Backus–Naur form (EBNF) as shown in Fig. 2. The 

identifiers come from the vocabularies in the ETL domain. The syntax is defined based on relational algebra 

[3, 4] for the part of data query. Xtext, an open-source framework for developing programming languages 

and domain-specific languages, is used as the parser generator. The procedure of translation of the input DSL 

script to Java code is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 2: Excerpt of DSL syntax. 

 
Fig. 3: Translation of DSL script to ETL Java code. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the ETL process starts with reading the DSL script. The DSL commands will then be 

parsed and transformed to Java code via the semantic model as illustrated in Fig. 3. The ETL script in Java 

will call back end of ETL that consists of the commands for ETL process. The transferred data are reported 

in the output log. 

 
Fig. 4: ETL process with DSL commands. 
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5.2. Demonstration 

Example DSL script is shown in Fig. 5 and the associated semantic model is illustrated with the object 

model in Fig. 6. The example DSL script is parsed and transformed to the ETL Java code as shown in Fig. 7. 

The execution of Java code will generate the output log reporting the data transferred to the target repository 

as shown in Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 5: Example DSL Script. 

 

Fig. 6: Semantic Model of Example DSL Script. 
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Fig. 7: ETL Java code generated from example DSL script. 

 
Fig. 8: Output log of ETL process. 

6. Conclusion 

In several organizations, the specification for ETL process is written with natural language by the person 
who does not have programming skill, and then pass to the programmer to develop the ETL scripts either 
with the model-based or code-based ETL tools. This work presents an approach of execution the ETL 
process with the input DSL script containing ETL commands that will be parsed and transformed to Java 
code for execution. As a result, this would lead to the improvement of the ETL process, as well as reduce the 
cost and the labor spent on the process. 
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